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We report on an all-sky search for periodic gravitational waves in the frequency band 50-800 Hz and with the frequency time derivative in the range of 0 through −6×10 −9 Hz/s. Such a signal could be produced by a nearby spinning and slightly non-axisymmetric isolated neutron star in our galaxy. After recent improvements in the search program that yielded a 10× increase in computational efficiency, we have searched in two years of data collected during LIGO's fifth science run and have obtained the most sensitive all-sky upper limits on gravitational wave strain to date. Near 150 Hz our upper limit on worst-case linearly polarized strain amplitude h0 is 1 × 10 −24 , while at the high end of our frequency range we achieve a worst-case upper limit of 3.8 × 10 −24 for all polarizations and sky locations. These results constitute a factor of two improvement upon previously published data. A new detection pipeline utilizing a Loosely Coherent algorithm was able to follow up weaker outliers, increasing the volume of space where signals can be detected by a factor of 10, but has not revealed any gravitational wave signals. The pipeline has been tested for robustness with respect to deviations from the model of an isolated neutron star, such as caused by a low-mass or long-period binary companion.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we report the results of an all-sky search for continuous, nearly monochromatic gravitational waves on data from LIGO's fifth science (S5) run. The search covered frequencies from 50 Hz through 800 Hz and frequency derivatives from 0 through −6 × 10 −9 Hz/s.
A number of searches have been carried out previously in LIGO data [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , including coherent searches for gravitational radiation from known radio and X-ray pulsars. An Einstein@Home search running on the BOINC infrastructure [9] has performed blind all-sky searches on S4 and S5 data [10, 11] .
The results in this paper were produced with the PowerFlux search code. It was first described in [1] together with two other semi-coherent search pipelines (Hough, Stackslide). The sensitivities of all three methods were compared, with PowerFlux showing better results in frequency bands lacking severe spectral artifacts. A subsequent article [2] based on the first eight months of data from the S5 run featured improved upper limits and an opportunistic detection search.
The analysis of the full data set from the fifth science run described in this paper has several distinguishing features from previously published results:
• The data spanning two years of observation is the most sensitive to date. In particular, the intrinsic detector sensitivity in the low-frequency region of 100-300 Hz (taking into account integration time) will likely not be surpassed until advanced versions of the LIGO and Virgo interferometers come into operation.
• The large data volume from the full S5 run required a rework of the PowerFlux code, resulting in a factor of 10 improvement in speed when iterating over multiple values of possible signal frequency derivative, while reporting more detailed search results. That partially compensated for the large factor in computational cost incurred by analyzing a longer time span, allowing frequencies up to 800 Hz to be searched in a reasonable amount of time. The range of (negative) frequency derivatives considered, as large in magnitude as −6 × 10 −9 Hz/s, was slightly wider than in the previous search [2] . Thus, this new search supersedes the previous search results up to 800 Hz.
• The detection search has been improved to process outliers down to signal-to-noise ratio SNR ≥ 7 using data from both the H1 and L1 interferometers. The previous search [2] rejected candidates with combined SNR ≤ 8.5. The new lower threshold is at the level of Gaussian noise, and new techniques were used to eliminate random coincidences.
• The followup of outliers employs the new Loosely Coherent algorithm [12] .
We have observed no evidence of gravitational radiation and have established the most sensitive upper limits to date in the frequency band 50-800 Hz. Near 150 Hz our strain sensitivity to a neutron star with the most unfavorable sky location and orientation ("worst case") yields a 95% confidence level upper limit of 1 × 10 −24 , while at the high end of our frequency range we achieve a worst-case upper limit of 3.8 × 10 −24 .
II. LIGO INTERFEROMETERS AND S5 SCIENCE RUN
The LIGO gravitational wave network consists of two observatories, one in Hanford, Washington and the other in Livingston, Louisiana, separated by a 3000 km baseline. During the S5 run each site housed one suspended interferometer with 4 km long arms. In addition, the Washington observatory housed a less sensitive 2 km interferometer, the data from which was not used in this search.
The fifth science run spanned a nearly two-year period of data acquisition. This analysis used data from GPS 816070843 (2005 Nov 15 06:20:30 UTC) through GPS 878044141 (2007 Nov 02 13:08:47 UTC). Since interferometers sporadically fall out of operation ("lose lock") due to environmental or instrumental disturbances or for scheduled maintenance periods, the dataset is not contiguous. The Hanford interferometer H1 had a duty factor of 78%, while the Livingston interferometer L1 had a duty factor of 66%. The sensitivity was not uniform, exhibiting a ∼ 10% daily variation from anthropogenic activity as well as gradual improvement toward the end of the run [13, 14] .
III. THE SEARCH FOR CONTINUOUS GRAVITATIONAL RADIATION
The search results described in this paper assume a classical model of a spinning neutron star with a fixed, asymmetric second moment that produces circularly polarized gravitational radiation along the rotation axis and linearly polarized radiation in the directions perpendicular to the rotation axis. The assumed signal model is thus h(t) = h 0 F + (t, α, δ, ψ)
cos(Φ(t))+ + F × (t, α, δ, ψ) cos(ι) sin(Φ(t)) , (1) where F + and F × characterize the detector responses to signals with "+" and "×" quadrupolar polarizations, the sky location is described by right ascension α and declination δ, ι describes the inclination of the source rotation axis to the line of sight, and the phase evolution of the signal is given by the formula
with f source being the source frequency and f (1) denoting the first frequency derivative (for which we also use the shorter term spindown). φ denotes the initial phase with respect to reference time t 0 . t is time in the solar system barycenter frame. When expressed as a function of local time of ground-based detectors it includes the skyposition-dependent Doppler shift. We use ψ to denote the polarization angle of projected source rotation axis in the sky plane.
Our search algorithms calculate power for a bank of such templates and compute upper limits and signal-tonoise ratios for each template based on comparison to templates with nearby frequencies and the same sky location and spindown.
The search proceeded in two stages. First, the main PowerFlux code was run to establish upper limits and produce lists of outliers with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than 5. Next, the Loosely Coherent pipeline was used to reject or confirm collected outliers.
The upper limits are reported in terms of the worstcase value of h 0 (which applies to linear polarizations with ι = π/2) and for the most sensitive circular polarization (ι = 0 or π). The pipeline does retain some sensitivity, however, to more general GW polarization models, including a longitudinal component, and to slow amplitude evolution.
The 95% confidence level upper limits (see Fig. 1 ) produced in the first stage are based on the overall noise level and largest outlier in strain found for every template in each 0.25 Hz band in the first stage of the pipeline. A followup search for detection is carried out for high-SNR outliers found in the first stage. An important distinction is that we do not report upper limits for certain frequency ranges because of contamination by detector artifacts and thus unknown statistical properties. However, the detection search used all analyzed frequency bands with reduced sensitivity in contaminated regions.
From the point of view of the analysis code the contamination by detector artifacts can be roughly separated into regions of non-Gaussian noise statistics, 60 Hz harmonics and other detector disturbances such as steeply sloped spectrum or sharp instrumental lines due to data acquisition electronics.
IV. POWERFLUX ALGORITHM AND ESTABLISHMENT OF UPPER LIMITS
The data of the fifth LIGO science run was acquired over a period of nearly two years and comprised over 80000 1800-second Hann-windowed 50%-overlapped short Fourier transforms (SFTs). Such a large dataset posed a significant challenge to the previously described PowerFlux code [1, 15, 16] :
• A 1 Hz band (a typical analysis region) needed more than a gigabyte of memory to store the input data.
• The large timebase necessitates particularly fine spindown steps of 3 × 10 −11 Hz/s which, in turn requires 201 spindown steps to cover the desired range of [−6 × 10 −9 , 0] Hz/s. The previous searches [1, 2] had iterated over only 11 spindown values.
• The more sensitive data exposed previously unknown detector artifacts that required thorough study.
To overcome these issues, the PowerFlux analysis code was rewritten to be more memory efficient, to achieve a 10× reduction in large-run computing time and to provide more information useful in the followup detection search. Changes in architecture allowed us to implement the Loosely Coherent statistic [12] which was invaluable in automating the detection search and pushing down the outlier noise floor. This is discussed in more detail in section V.
A flowchart of the PowerFlux program is shown in Fig. 2 . There are three major flows of data. The detector response involves computation of amplitude response, detector position and Doppler shifts based on knowledge of sky location searched and timing of the input data. The data set is characterized by computing data quality statistics independent of sky position. Finally, the weighted power sums are computed from the input data, folding in information on detector response and data quality to optimize performance of the code that searches over all sky positions, establishes upper limits and finds outliers.
The noise decomposition, instrumental line detection, SFT veto and detector response components are the same as in the previous version of PowerFlux.
The power sum code has been reworked to incorporate the following improvements:
• Instead of computing power sums for specific polarizations for the entire dataset, we compute partial power sums: terms in the polarization response that are additive functions of the data. This allows us to sample more polarizations, or to combine or omit subsets of data, at a small penalty in computing cost.
• The partial power sums are cached, greatly reducing redundant computations.
• The partial power sums are added hierarchically (see IV E) by a summing engine which makes it possible to produce simultaneously upper limits and outliers for different combinations of interferometers and time segments. This improvement significantly reduces the time needed for the followup analysis and makes possible detection of long duration signals present in only part of the data.
• Instead of including the frequency evolution model in the summing engine, the engine takes a summing plan (representing a series of frequency shifts), and contains heuristics to improve cache performance by partitioning SFTs based on the summing plan. A separate module generates the summing plan for a specific frequency evolution model. This will allow us in the future to add different frequency models while still using the same caching and summing code. Table  I for list of excluded bands). The lower (grey) curve shows upper limits assuming circularly polarized source. The values of solid points (marking non-Gaussian behaviour) and circles (marking power line harmonics) are not considered reliable. They are shown to indicate contaminated bands. (color online)
A. Input data
The input data to our analysis is a sequence of 1800-second short Fourier transforms (SFTs) which we view as a matrix z t,f . Here t is the GPS time of the start of a short Fourier transform, while f denotes the frequency bin in units of 1/1800 Hz. The SFTs are produced from the calibrated gravitational strain channel h(t) sampled at 16384 Hz.
This data is subjected to noise decomposition [1, 15] to determine the noise levels in individual SFTs and identify sharp instrumental lines. The noise level n t assigned to each SFT is used to compute SFT weight as inverse square 1/n responses:
Here we use a t for the series of amplitude response coefficients for a particular polarization and direction on the sky, f t denotes the series of frequency bin shifts due to Doppler effect and spindown, and |z t,ft | 2 is the power in bin f t from the SFT acquired at time t. The values n t describe levels of noise in individual SFTs and do not depend on sky location or polarization.
The frequency shifts f t are computed according to the formula
where f (1) is the spindown, f source is the source frequency, e is the unit vector pointing toward the sky location of interest, and v t is the precomputed detector velocity at time t. The offset δf is used to sample frequencies with resolution below the resolution of a single SFT. This approximate form separating contributions from Doppler shift and spindown ignores negligible second order terms.
For each sky location, spindown, and polarization, we compute the statistic P [f t + k∆f, a t ] at 501 frequencies separated by the SFT bin size ∆f = 1/1800 Hz. The historical reason for using this particular number of frequency bins is that it is large enough to yield reliable statistics while small enough that a large fraction of frequency bands avoids the frequency comb of 1-Hz harmonics that emerge in long integration of the S4 data and arise from the data acquisition and control electronics. The relatively large stepping in frequency makes the statistical distribution of the entire set stable against changes in sky location and offsets in frequency. To obtain sub-bin resolution the initial frequency f t can be additionally shifted by a fraction of the SFT frequency bin. The number of sub-bin steps -"frequency zoom factor" -is documented in table III.
Except at very low frequencies (which are best analyzed using methods that take phase into account), the amplitude modulation coefficients respond much more slowly to change in sky location than do frequency shifts. Thus the spacing of sky and spindown templates is determined from the behaviour of the series f t . The spindown spacing depends on the inverse of the timebase spanned by the entire SFT set. The sky template spacing depends on the Doppler shift, which has two main components: the Earth's rotation, which contributes a component on the order of 1 × 10 −6 f source with a period of one sidereal day; and the Earth's orbital velocity, which contributes a larger component of 1 × 10 −4 f source but with a longer annual period.
If not for the Earth's rotation, all the evolution components would have evolved slowly compared to the length of the analysis and the computation could proceed by subdividing the entire dataset into shorter pieces which could be sampled on a coarser grid and then combined using finer steps. We can achieve a very similar result by grouping SFTs within each piece by (sidereal) time of day, which has the effect of freezing the Earth's rotation within each group.
A further speedup can be obtained by reduction in template density, which is allowed by degeneracy between contributions from spindown mismatch and orbital velocity shift arising from mismatch in sky location.
C. Partial power sum cache
The optimizations just described can all be made simultaneously by implementing an associative cache of previously computed power sums. This approach also has the advantage of being able to accommodate new frequency evolution models (such as emission from a binary system) with few modifications.
The cache is constructed as follows. First, we subdivide the sky into patches small enough that amplitude response coefficients can be assumed constant on each patch. Each set of templates from a single patch is computed independently using amplitude response coefficients from a representative template of its patch.
Second, we separate the weighted power sum into the numerator and denominator sums:
where values for a fixed set of amplitude response coefficients b t and c t (discussed in the next section) are stored in the partial power sum cache with the frequency shift series f t used as a key. The fact that both sums are additive functions of the set of SFTs for which they are computed allows partial power sums to be broken into several components and then recombined later.
D. Polarization decomposition
While it is efficient to compute the partial power sums for a small number of polarizations, one can also decompose the coefficients b t and c t into products of detectorspecific time-dependent parts and static coefficients that depend on polarization alone. This analysis extends [18, 19] .
First, we introduce quadratic and quartic detector response series:
(with i = 0 − 2 and i = 0 − 4, respectively), and the corresponding sets of polarization response coefficients:
Here ι and ψ are the usual [20] inclination and orientation parameters of the source. The amplitude response coefficients can be represented as
and, given previously computed partial power sums, we compute the weighted power sum for an arbitrary polarization as
In this approach we use equations 5 and 6 to compute power sums for a non-physical but computationally convenient set of polarizations that can be combined into physical power sums in the end.
E. SFT set partitioning
The PowerFlux weighted power sum is additive with respect to the set of SFTs it is computed with. This can be used to improve the efficiency of the cache engine, which will have a higher hit ratio for more tightly grouped SFTs. This needs to be balanced against the larger overhead from accumulating individual groups into the final weighted power sum. In addition, larger groupings could be used to analyze subsegments of the entire run, with the aim of detecting signals that were present only during a portion of the 2 years of data.
In this analysis, we have used the following summing plan: First, for each individual detector the SFT set is broken down into equally spaced chunks in time. Five chunks per detector were used in the analysis of the low frequency range of 50-400 Hz, for which detector nonstationarity was more pronounced. Three chunks per detector were used for analysis of the 375-800 Hz range.
The partial power sums for each chunk are computed in steps of 10 days each, which are also broken down into 12 groups by the magnitude of their frequency shifts.
The individual groups have their frequency shift series rounded to the nearest integer frequency bin, and the result is passed to the associative cache.
F. Computation of upper limits, outliers and other statistics
Having computed partial power sums for individual chunks, we combine them into contiguous sequences, both separately by detector and as a whole, to form weighted power sums. These sums are used to establish upper limits based on the Feldman-Cousins [17] statistic, to obtain the signal-to-noise ratios and auxiliary statistics used for detector characterization and to assess the Gaussianity of underlying data.
An important caveat is that the sensitivity of the detectors improved considerably toward the end of the data taking run, especially at low frequencies. As the SFT weight veto described earlier is performed for the entire dataset, it can remove a considerable fraction of data from the first few chunks. Thus at frequencies below 400 Hz, the upper limit chosen for each frequency bin is the value obtained from analyzing the entire run, the last 4/5 of the run, or the last 3/5 of the run, whichever value is lowest. At frequencies above 400 Hz we use the value obtained from the entire run or the last 2/3 of the run, whichever value is lowest.
The detection search was performed on outliers from any contiguous combination of the chunks, but we have not run tests to estimate pipeline efficiency on smaller subsets.
G. Injections and Validation
The analysis presented here has undergone extensive checking, including independent internal review of the code and numerous Monte-Carlo injection runs. We present a small portion of this work to assure the reader that the pipeline works as described.
One of the most basic tests is correct reconstruction of hardware and software signal injections. Figure 3 shows a skymap of the signal-to-noise ratio on the sky for a sample injection, for which the maximum is found at a grid point near the injection location. As the computation of weighted sums is a fairly simple algebraic transformation, one can infer the essential correctness of the code in the general case from the correctness of the skymaps for several injections.
A Monte-Carlo injection run also provides test of realistically distributed software paths, validation of upper limits and characterization of parameter reconstruction.
In a particular injection run we are concerned with three main issues:
• The upper limits established by the search should be above injected values. Figure 4 shows results of such a simulation at 400 Hz, confirming validity of the search.
• We need to determine the maximum mismatches in signal parameters the search can tolerate while still producing correct upper limits and recovering injections. Figures 5, 6, 7 show results of such analysis in the 400 Hz band. The signal localization is within the bounds used by the followup procedure (discussed in section V).
• The efficiency ratio of injection recovery should be high. As seen in Fig. 8 our recovery ratio for semicoherent search is nearly 100% for injections at the upper limit level. 
V. LOOSELY COHERENT CODE AND DETECTION PIPELINE
The reduced sensitivity of a semicoherent method like PowerFlux relative to a fully coherent search comes with robustness to variation in phase of the input signal, be it from small perturbations of the source due to a companion or from imperfections in the detector.
One way to achieve higher sensitivity while preserving robustness to variations in the phase of the input signal is to use a Loosely Coherent search code that is sensitive to families of signals following a specific phase evolution pattern, while allowing for fairly large deviations from it. We have extended PowerFlux with a program that computes a loosely coherent power sum. The results of simulations of this program on Gaussian noise were first presented in [12] . Searches for continuous-wave signals have typically been performed using combinations of coherent and semicoherent methods. A coherent method requires a precise phase match between the signal and a model template over the entire duration of the signal, and thus requires a close match between the signal and model parameters: each model template covers only a small region of the signal space. A semicoherent method requires phase matching over short segments of the data and discards phase information between segments, and each template therefore covers a larger region of the signal space. We use the term Loosely Coherent to describe a broader class of algorithms whose templates cover some arbitrarily specified region of the signal space, with sensitivity falling off outside of the template boundaries.
One way to implement a loosely coherent search is by requiring the signal to match a phase model very closely over a narrow time window, but then smoothly downgrading the phase-match requirement over longer timespans by means of a weighting kernel. The mathematical expression of this is given in equation 13, below. The allowable phase drift, expressed as radians per unit time, is a tunable parameter of the search. Larger allowed phase drifts result in templates that cover a larger region of the signal space, but with less power to discriminate true signals from noise.
The variant of the loosely coherent statistic used in this paper is derived from the PowerFlux code base and is meant for analysis with wide phase evolution tolerance. It is not the most computationally efficient, but has well-understood robustness properties and suffices for followup of small sky areas. A dedicated program for future searches is under development. The technical description of the present implementation can be found in [16] .
A. Loosely coherent weighted sum
The loosely coherent statistic is based on the same power sum computation used in the PowerFlux computing infrastructure, but instead of a single sum over SFTs, we have a double sum:
(13) Here φ t is the series of phase corrections needed to transition the data into the solar system barycenter frame of reference and to account for source evolution between times t and t . The formula 13 is generic for any second order statistic, a nice description is presented in [21] as generalization of cross-correlation.
In order to make a statistic 13 loosely coherent we need to make sure that it admits signals with phase deviation up to a required tolerance level and rejects signals outside of that tolerance. We achieve this by selecting a low pass filter for the kernel K δ (|t−t |). A sinc = sin(x) x based filter provides the steepest rejection of signals with large phase deviation, but is computationally expensive. Instead, we use the Lanczos kernel with parameter 3:
when δ∆t 0.5hr < 3π 0.0 otherwise (14) The choice of low-pass filter implies that the terms with t = t are always included.
The parameter δ determines the amount of accumulated phase mismatch that is permitted over 30 minutes.
For large values of δ the search is more tolerant to phase mismatch and closer in character to PowerFlux power sums. For smaller values the effective coherence length is longer, requiring finer template spacing and yielding higher signal-to-noise ratios.
B. Partial power sum cache
The partial power cache is constructed similarly to the PowerFlux case. Instead of a single series of frequency shifts f t the partial power sums depend on both f t and f t . The additional key component consists of a series of differential Doppler shifts, from the derivative of Doppler shift with respect to frequency, since a small change in frequency has a large effect on phases φ t and φ t .
For the value of δ = π/2 used in this analysis the cross terms (t = t ) are often zero as the Lanczos kernel vanishes for widely separated SFTs. The SFT partitioning scheme takes advantage of this by forming smaller groups and only computing cross terms between groups that are close enough to produce non-zero results.
C. Polarization decomposition
The polarization decomposition for the loosely coherent search is similar to that used by PowerFlux. The two changes required are the treatments of coefficients involving both cross and plus detector response terms and imaginary terms [16] .
The implementation used in this search is obtained by the mathematical method of polarization 1 of homogeneous polynomials of equations 7 and 8:
Equations 7 and 8 are obtained by setting t = t. This allows us to compute the real part of the productā t a t using the same polarization coefficients A 2,i and A 4,i as used by the PowerFlux search:
The imaginary part is equal to ) and is neglected in the analysis. This approximation is justified for several reasons. First, the difference F
is small relative to other terms for closely spaced t and t . Second, the part depending on cos(ι) is large for polarizations close to circular, to which we are more sensitive anyway. The simulations have shown that discarding this term reduces the SNR by about 4% for circular polarizations.
D. Followup procedure
The detection pipeline consists of three stages. The first stage is a regular PowerFlux run that produces lists of outliers with single-interferometer SNR of 5 or greater.
The outliers are subjected to a coincidence test (parameters shown in Table III) , where the outliers from the multi-interferometer data with SNR of at least 7 are compared against nearby single-interferometer outliers. Frequency consistency provides the tightest constraint, with sky position and spindown helping to eliminate loud instrumental artifacts. As the ability to localize signals depends largely on Doppler shifts from Earth orbital motion we project outlier locations onto the ecliptic plane to compute "ecliptic distance" for a sky coincidence test. A number of 0.1-Hz regions (see Table II ) had so many coincidences (due to highly disturbed local spectra) that they had to be excluded from the analysis.
neous polynomials P of degree k given by P (x) = L(x, x, x, ...) is a bijection.
The outliers at nearby frequencies and sky locations are grouped together, and only the loudest is passed to the next stage of followup.
During the second stage the resulting outliers are analyzed using the loosely coherent code with phase mismatch parameter δ = π/2, while combining data from different interferometers incoherently. The sky resolution is made finer ("zoomed") by a factor of 4. The incoherent combination provides SNR data both for individual interferometers, as well as for their combination, while being faster to compute due to fewer terms in the double sum in equation 13 .
The outliers in SNR passing the loosely coherent analysis are required to show at least a 20% increase in multi-interferometer SNR while not shifting appreciably in frequency. The required SNR increase from the semicoherent to the loosely coherent stage is quite conservative, as can be seen in Fig. 9 . In addition, we apply a minimum SNR cut: the SNR of each individual interferometer should be at least 20% of the multi-interferometer SNR. This condition is essential to eliminating coincidences from loud instrumental lines in only one interferometer. In the third stage of followup the remaining outliers are reanalyzed with the loosely coherent pipeline, which now coherently combines data from both interferometers. To eliminate the possibility of a relative global phase offset we sampled 16 possible phase offsets between interferometers. This step is merely a precaution that was easy to implement -we did not expect to see a significant offset, as the relative interferometer timing was determined to be within 10µs [13, 14] . Each outlier was then required to show the expected increase in SNR of at least 7% over the value from the second stage of followup, while maintaining the same frequency tolerance. The improvement in signal-to-noise ratio seen in simulations is shown in Fig. 10 . Most injections have greater than 10% increase in SNR leaving room for possible mismatch in phase of up to π/16.
E. Performance of the detection pipeline
Every detection pipeline can be described by two figures of merit -false alarm ratio and recovery ratio of true signals.
Since our analysis is computationally limited, we can use a more sensitive code to confirm or reject outliers. Thus, our main objective in optimizing each pipeline stage was to have as high a recovery ratio as possible, while generating a small enough false alarm ratio to make the subsequent step computationally feasible.
The recovery ratios found in a Monte-Carlo simulation of first, second and third followup stages are shown in Fig. 8 . The graph shows that the loosely coherent stages have less than a 5% loss ratio of injections, and the overall pipeline performance approaches 100% right at the upper limit threshold.
While it is possible to compute the false alarm ratio for Gaussian noise, this number is not very informative, since most outliers are the result of instrumental artifacts, as discussed in section VI.
F. Injections and Validation
The loosely coherent search code has undergone the same extensive review as the regular semi-coherent PowerFlux discussed earlier. In addition to strain reconstruction tests, mismatch determination and injection recovery, we verified that the passing of reconstructed injections to the next stage of the detection pipeline does not undermine detection efficiency.
The results of such analysis in a narrow band near 400 Hz can be seen in Fig. 8 . The injection recovery ratio after the first semi-coherent pass is shown with a "+" symbol. The circles show recovery ratio after the first loosely coherent pass, while the crosses "×" show recovery after the second loosely coherent stage. The improvement in parameter determination is shown in Figs. 5, 6 and 7.
We have also run a simulation to determine whether the loosely coherent followup preserves the robustness to deviations from the ideal signal model that we obtain with a regular semi-coherent code. Figure 11 shows the results of simulation where we applied an additional sinusoidal frequency modulation to the signal. We considered frequency modulations with periods above 2 months. Figure 12 shows results for the loosely coherent pipeline. The red line marks the amplitude of frequency modulation where we had predicted we would start to see significant signal loss, based on rough estimates of how much power is expected to "leak" into adjacent frequency bins. For the semi-coherent search the tolerance is 280 µHz, while for the loosely coherent search it is 70 µHz.
VI. RESULTS
PowerFlux produces 95% confidence level upper limits for individual templates, where each template represents a particular value of frequency, spindown, sky location and polarization. The results are maximized over several parameters, and a correction factor is applied to account for possible mismatches of real signal with sampled parameters. Figure 1 shows the resulting upper limits maximized over the analyzed spindown range, over the sky and, for the upper set of curves, over all sampled polarizations. The lower set of curves shows the upper limit for circular polarization alone. The uncertainty of these values is below 15% [14] , dominated by systematic and statistical calibration errors. The numerical data for this plot can be obtained separately [22] .
The solid blue points denote values for which we found evidence of non-Gaussian behaviour in the underlying data. For these, we do not claim a specific confidence bound. The regions near harmonics of 60 Hz power line frequency are shown as circles. In addition, a small portion of the sky near each ecliptic pole has been excluded from the search, as these regions are susceptible to contamination from stationary instrumental spectral lines. The excluded portion consists of sky templates where frequency shifts due to Doppler modulation and spindown are close to each other for a significant fraction of input data [2] . This is similar to the S parameter veto described in [1] , but takes into account varying noise level in input SFTs. The fraction of excluded sky starts at about 1 % at 50 Hz and decreases as f −2.15 with deviations due to wideband instrumental artifacts. Figure 13 provides an easy way to judge the astrophysical range of the search. We have computed the implied spindown solely due to gravitational emission at various distances, as well as corresponding ellipticity curves. This follows formulas in paper [1] . For example, at the highest frequency sampled, assuming ellipticity of 3.3 × 10 −6 (which is well under the maximum limit in [23] ) we can see as far as 425 parsecs.
In each search band, including regions with detector artifacts and without restrictions on sky position, the followup pipeline described in section V was applied to outliers satisfying the initial coincidence criteria. The statistics are as follows: the second stage received 9855 outliers, out of which only 619 survived to the third stage of followup, which reduced them to 47 outliers. They are summarized in Table IV which lists only one outlier for each frequency of interest. The frequency is specified Table V . The signal ip8 lay outside the sampled spindown range, but was loud enough to generate an outlier at an offset from the true location and frequency. The spindown values of ip2 and ip3 are very close to 0 and were detected in the first few templates.
Several techniques were used to identify outlier causes. During S5 there was a general effort to identify problematic areas of frequency space and instrumental sources of the contamination. Noise lines were identified by previously performed searches [2, 11, 24] as well as the search described in this paper. In addition, a dedicated analysis code "FScan" [25] was created specifically for identification of instrumental artifacts. Problematic noise lines were recorded, and monitored throughout S5. Another technique used was the calculation of the coherence between the interferometers' output channel and physical environment monitoring channels. In S5 the coherence was calculated as monthly averages; the coherence output was then mined for statistically significant peaks.
In addition to data analysis techniques, investigations in the laboratory at the observatories provided further evidence as to the origin of noise lines. Portable mag- netometers were used to find electrical sources of noise. Measurements of the noise coming from power supplies and cooling fans in electronics racks also helped to identify a number of noise lines. The 47 remaining outliers were investigated and were all traced to known instrumental artifacts or hardware injections. Hence the search has not revealed a true continuous gravitational wave signal.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed the most sensitive all-sky search to date for continuous gravitational waves in the range 50-800 Hz. At the highest frequencies we are sensitive to neutron stars with an equatorial ellipticity as small as 3.3 × 10 −6 as far away as 425 pc for unfavorable spin orientations. For favorable orientations (spin axis aligned with line of sight), we are sensitive to ellipticities as small as 1.2 × 10 −6 for the same distance and frequencies. A detection pipeline based on a loosely coherent algorithm was applied to outliers from our search. This pipeline was demonstrated to be able to detect simulated signals at the upper limit level. However, no true pulsar signals were found.
The analysis of the next set of data produced by the LIGO and Virgo interferometers (science runs S6, VSR2 and VSR3) is under way. This science run has an improved strain sensitivity by a factor of two at high frequencies, but spans a shorter observation time than S5, and its data at lower frequencies are characterized by larger contaminations of non-Gaussian noise than for S5. Therefore, we do not expect to produce improved upper limits in the 100-300 Hz range without changes to the underlying algorithm until the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo interferometers begin operation.
The improved sensitivity of the S6 run coupled with its smaller data volume will make it easier to investigate higher frequencies and larger spindown ranges, goals of the forthcoming S6 searches. We also look forward to results from the Virgo interferometer, in particular, in the frequency range below ∼ 40 Hz which so far has been inaccessible to LIGO interferometers.
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